THE MOST STYLISH WAY TO BEAT THE SYSTEM

SCOTTEVEST TRAVEL CLOTHING HELPS YOU AVOID EXTRA BAGGAGE FEES

Multiple Pockets Designed for Travelers

Interior Clear Touch Pockets

iPad® Compatible

SCOTTEVEST® SeV
TRAVEL CLOTHING FOR THE TRIP OF YOUR LIFE®
THE SeV REVOLUTION
A DECADE IN THE MAKING

A decade ago, I founded SCOTTEVEST to address a personal problem. I liked to travel, but I wanted to be able to take my gadgets with me; however, there was no easy, attractive, and comfortable way to do so. I analyzed the problem and created a solution - the eVEST 1.0.

Since 2000, SCOTTEVEST has grown and improved just like the gadgets found in our clothing's specially-designed pockets. We now have more than 30 styles, with 10 new styles being introduced in this catalog. Many more styles are coming in 2011, including a complete women's line.

Last year, with your feedback, we shifted our focus to travel clothing, and introduced the slogan, “For the Trip of Your Life.” We used pictures of you, our loyal customers, traveling with our SeV products throughout the world. It was so successful, we decided to carry that theme into this catalog.

We recognize that our success can only be attributed to YOU. We hope that SeV products will continue to help make your travel experience easier, less stressful, and save you baggage fees.

As the most innovative travel clothing company in the world, we promise to keep improving with all of you in mind. Please enjoy and be inspired by the photos submitted by fellow SeV fans from around the world.

You have made our first decade in business an incredible success. We are looking forward to our journey in the next decade and beyond, and are hoping you have, “The Trip of Your Life!”

Warmest regards,

Scott “Pocket” Jordan
CEO and Founder

Please connect with me on Facebook or Twitter by visiting www.scottevest.com/connect
SeV CARRY-ON COAT™
Price: $225
Colors: Khaki
Sizes: Men's S - XXXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

SeV SPORT COAT
Price: $200
Colors: Black, Dark Gray
Sizes: Men's 38-48, Regular & Long
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

SeV CARRY-ON COAT™
- 33 pockets, including TravelSmartSystem™ (see pages 34-35)
- Teflon®-treated lightweight polyester, water- and stain-repellant
- Classic trench coat styling with storm collar & magnetic flap closure
- Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management
- This trench coat doubles as a carry-on, can hold 3 days of clothing
- Specialized pockets for carry-on liquids, electronics, shoes & more
- Weight Management System™, NoBulge™, clear touch pockets
- Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to explore this jacket from the inside out

SeV SPORT COAT
- 24 pockets, including TravelSmartSystem™ (see pages 34-35)
- Looks like a traditional sport coat, but with hidden pockets and features
- High-quality blend fabric treated with Teflon®
- Anti-static fabric treatment
- Three button front with notched lapels and traditional tailored fit
- Weight Management System™, NoBulge™, secret interior pockets
- Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management
- Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to explore this jacket from the inside out

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT PHOTOS
3/4 View
X-Ray View
Scott “Pockets” Jordan
Scott’s Clone

Dude who kinda looks like Scott
Not the other Scott
X-Ray View
3/4 View
SeV REVOLUTION JACKET

Price: $175

Colors: Black

Sizes: Men's S - XXXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

“The jacket is all I hoped for, and more. It is really clear that a lot of thought and effort has gone into designing this fantastic jacket. I will be wearing it for all my trips!”
SeV Fan Ming Shun
submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT PHOTOS

26 pockets, including TravelSmartSystem™ (see pages 34-35)
Waterproof & breathable material
Removable sleeves and hood; critical seams sealed
Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management
The versatile and stylish successor to the SeV Evolution
Lined shell suitable for a variety of environments
(Weight Management System™, NoBulge™, clear touch pockets
Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to explore this jacket from the inside out

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT PHOTOS

3/4 View
X-Ray View
Frank Fiaschetti
(aka Not Scott)
Scott’s evil twin... Scott

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT PHOTOS

Frank Fiaschetti
Scott-free
Scott, the other-other-other white meat
X-Ray View
3/4 View

SeV REVOLUTION PLUS JACKET

Price: $200

Colors: Black

Sizes: Men's S - XXXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

“Also use the jackets a lot for winter sports... as it’s usually cold when you first head out, but as the day progresses and you’re more active (snowboarding) it gets warm. So this allows me to layer and remove sleeves, and store them inside the jacket.”
SeV Fan Russell Morris
submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

26 pockets, including TravelSmartSystem™ (see pages 34-35)
Quilted lining, waterproof & breathable shell material
Removable sleeves and hood; critical seams sealed
Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management
Same pocket structure as the Revolution, but built for added warmth
Insulation makes this the warmest SeV ever
Weight Management System™, NoBulge™, clear touch pockets
Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to explore this jacket from the inside out

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT PHOTOS

Frank Fiaschetti
Scott-free
Scott, the other-other-other white meat
X-Ray View
3/4 View
OUTBACK JACKET

Price: $150

Colors: Dark Olive

Sizes: Men's S - XXXL

Visit our website for Sizing Chart

“This can say your vest is truly one of the best damn pieces of gear I've ever owned.”

SeV Fan "Phil" - Special Agent, US DOS, Diplomatic Security submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

20 pockets, including CCW features & TravelSmartSystem™ (see p. 34-35)

Rugged, Teflon®-treated fabric is waterproof & breathable

Stylish, subtle exterior blends in with the crowd

Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT PHOTOS

EXPEDITION JACKET

Price: $200

Colors: Charcoal Safari

Sizes: Men's S - XXXL

Also available in tall sizes.

Visit our website for Sizing Chart

“My favorite travel trick is to load up the pockets with heavy stuff when I’m about to get on a plane. Since there’s no weight restriction on what you can carry IN your jacket – the Scottevest is handy for holding heavier items that I previously might have packed in my suitcase...”

SeV Fan Wayne Schulz submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

37 pockets, including TravelSmartSystem™ (see pages 34-35)

Rugged, waterproof & breathable material with critical seams sealed

Removable hood, interior and exterior pockets, anorak length

Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management

More pockets than any other single jacket... ever!

More pockets than any other single jacket... ever!

Weight Management System™; NoBulge™, clear touch pockets

Weight Management System™; NoBulge™, clear touch pockets

Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to explore this jacket from the inside out

Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to explore this jacket from the inside out
"I will never travel for any length of time without my Scottevest. It is one of the best travel investments I have ever made."
SeV Fan Karen Lewis submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

**GO-2 JACKET FOR WOMEN**

Price: $175

Colors: 
- Black

Sizes: 
Women's S - XXXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

$5 SHIPPING. EVERY U.S. ORDER, EVERY DAY.

20 pockets, including TravelSmartSystem™ (see pages 34-35)
- Stylish and sporty, our warmest jacket for women
- Insulated for added warmth in colder environments
- Weight Management System™, NoBulge™, clear touch pockets
- Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to explore this jacket from the inside out

**ADDITIONAL PRODUCT PHOTOS**

- 3/4 View
- X-Ray View
- Jamie Guzik
- Judie Lipsett Stanford GearDiary.com

**WOMEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT VEST**

Price: $100

Colors: 
- Black
- Oatmeal

Sizes: 
Women’s S - XXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

- Stylish and sporty, our warmest jacket for women
- Lightweight, packs into its own back pocket
- Weight Management System™, NoBulge™, clear touch pockets
- Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to explore this jacket from the inside out

**ADDITIONAL PRODUCT PHOTOS**

- Maria Corbit
- Judie Lipsett Stanford GearDiary.com
- X-Ray View
- 3/4 View
ESSENTIAL TRAVEL JACKET FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Price: $120

Colors:
- Black Lava
- Desert Sand
- Red Rock

Sizes:
- Men’s S - XXXL
- Women’s XS - XXL

Visit our website for Sizing Chart

“Ther’s versatility was phenomenal. We’re returning to Paris this fall for 2 weeks, and our Essentials will be our companions again.”

SeV Fan Ron Cali submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

ESSENTIAL TRAVEL JACKET for men and women

14 pockets, including TravelSmartSystem™ (see pages 34-35)
- Teflon®-treated cotton/nylon blend for water/stain-resistance
- Removable sleeves, feminine fit, rib-knit inner cuff to block wind
- Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management
- Functional, stylish travel jacket/vest for temperate climates
- Breathable, silky lining
- Weight Management System™, NoBulge™ design
- Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to look inside

SeV FAN PHOTOS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Jack Kelley
London, England

Tina Moore
Ireland

Donald Posey
Myitkyina, Myanmar

Emily Alberts
Florence, Italy

Colors:
- Black Lava
- Desert Sand
- Red Rock

SeV CLASSICS

www.SCOTTEVEST.com

1.866.909.8378
TRAVEL VEST FOR MEN

Price: $100

Colors:
- Desert Sand
- Black Lava
- Red Rock

Sizes:
Men's S - XXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

TRAVEL VEST FOR WOMEN

Price: $100

Colors:
- Black Lava
- Red Rock
- Desert Sand

Sizes:
Women's S - XXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

Colors:
- Desert Sand
- Black Lava
- Red Rock

Sizes:
Men's S - XXXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

"I just want you to know how much I enjoy my SeV Travel Vest. Because of the vest's many pockets and comfort for travel... I was able to travel from Maine to Montana with carry-on baggage only and saved about $100 in baggage fees. (Can you say, "Free Travel Vest")"  
SeV Fan Gordon Chibroski submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

"I wore my vest everyday for the whole 2-week trip. What a feeling not to have to worry about a purse or a hip pouch. My husband kept looking into my vest, because I kept taking out whatever we needed. I had it all! Thanks for this wonderful addition to my active lifestyle"  
SeV Fan Marie-Claude Thellend submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

TRAVEL VEST FOR MEN

- 22 pockets, including TravelSmartSystem™ (see pages 34-35)
- Teflon®-treated cotton/nylon blend for water/stain-resistance
- Casual fit, stylish appearance, soft fleece interior collar
- Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management
- Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to look inside

TRAVEL VEST FOR WOMEN

- 22 pockets, including TravelSmartSystem™ (see pages 34-35)
- Teflon®-treated cotton/nylon blend for water/stain-resistance
- Flattering, feminine fit, stylish look, soft fleece inner collar
- Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management
- Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to look inside

SeV FAN PHOTOS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

- Jim Aceves
  - Lago Maggiore, Italy
- Steven & Gayle Fein
  - Southeast Asia
- Nate Johnson
  - The Step Pyramid, Egypt
- Jaime Rolando Sanchez
  - Crater Lake, Oregon
- Dawn Lara
  - Venice, Italy
- Jennifer Pratt
  - Palmer, Alaska
- Adelle Coleman
  - Florence, Italy
- Mia Taylor
  - California
Seems Scottest is going to be top of my birthday present list for a long while. - Jim Walker

The Scottest is an essential travel companion. It carries everything a human could ever need... Mary Zullo

Have Scottest, will travel - Lea Snell

You make me feel taken care of as a customer, with products you seem to want to make as good as they can be. - Joel

I think you have a lifetime customer - Tom Herms

This is the best garment ever - Chef To False Metal (@chef_falsemetal)

THE BEST way to carry lots of stuff efficiently. Worked great - Jim

Travel is extremely convenient using Scottest clothing products, as I can take one carry on bag and the SeV and I'm all set - Jason Reese

Thank you Scottest for helping me get the perfect gift for my husband! - Bridget Faye

SCOTTEVEST FANS HAVE JOINED THE SeV REVOLUTION!

We received hundreds of photos from SeV fans around the world enjoying the trips of their lives wearing SCOTTEVEST. But the journey is not over... our website features dozens more photos sent to us by fans like you. We hope you enjoy this catalog as much as we enjoyed creating it.

Visit us at www.SCOTTEVEST.com for more great photos, video and the latest SeV innovations!
PACK WINDBREAKER

Price: $75

Colors:
- Cobalt
- Red
- Yellow
- Sapphire

Sizes:
- Men’s XS - XXXL

Visit our website for Sizing Chart

“My wife and I made a two week trip to Spain in February to celebrate my 70th birthday. Unfortunately, the weather wasn’t the best. Fortunately, I bought your Pack Windbreaker for the trip. The windbreaker made for the trip of our lives.”

Self Fan Nalin Ahluwalia submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com


TROPICAL JACKET/VEST

Price: $120

Colors:
- Driftwood
- Smoke Gray
- Black

Sizes:
- Men’s XS - XXXL

Visit our website for Sizing Chart

“Twas ziplining in Maui in early 2010. Having a scottevest on was great as I didn’t have to worry about things falling out of my pockets at 700 feet. I could take my wallet and camera rather than leave them in an unsecured area.”

Self Fan Nalin Ahluwalia submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

SeV FAN PHOTOS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Rolf Potts
No Baggage Challenge, NYC

Jorge Pereira
Toronto, Canada

Sidney Mays
Venice, Italy

James Whatley
Namibia

SeV FAN PHOTOS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Rene Sanz
The Smithsonian, Washington

Rob Almanza
Into Tomorrow with Dave Graveline

Jennifer Sengenberger
Rome, Italy

Andrew Dobney
Paris, France
FLEECE 5.0 JACKET

Price: $140

Colors: 
- Black

Sizes: 
- Men’s XS - XXXL

Visit our website for Sizing Chart

"I didn’t want to lug a backpack through some of the tight trails, so my fleece 5.0 carried everything that I needed to hike all day. As the weather warmed up that fall day the sleeves came off and were stowed in the vest pockets."

SeV Fan Adam Readnower submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

HOODIES - MICROFLEECE AND COTTON

Price: $70

Colors: 
- Black
- Gunmetal
- Moss

Sizes: 
- Men’s XS - XXXL

Visit our website for Sizing Chart

“Because of my SeV, I could travel mostly hands-free, which made taking pictures... fast and easy. One of the other students on the trip was completely jealous! So I pointed him to the website so he could get his own SeV!"

SeV Fan Rachel Davidson submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

1.866.909.8378

SeV FAN PHOTOS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Mark Toor
Pyramids at Giza, Egypt

Craig and Di Shanklin
The Ming Tombs, China

Carlos
AKA Itsmemorphious

Thomas Hermes
Mt. Washington Summit

Rob Summerfield
Great Sphinx of Giza, Egypt

Bill Monrose
En route to Tokyo

Stephane Lacasse
World Series of Poker 2010

Brad Wilder
Pike’s Peak, Colorado
MICROFLEECE PULLOVER

Price: $60

Colors:
- Black

Sizes:
Men’s XS - XXXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

SeV FAN PHOTOS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Chris Kirkman
La Jolla Shores, San Diego
Rene Sang
The Disney Hotels, California
Bryce Segar
Botswana, Africa
Aaron Fong
San Francisco, California

$5 SHIPPING.
EVERY U.S. ORDER, EVERY DAY.

“I would be lost without my Scottevest... or maybe I should say most of my gear would be lost without it.”
SeV FAN N.P. Hines
submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

TEC SHIRT

Price: $80

Colors:
- Charcoal Gray
- Khaki

Sizes:
Men’s S - XXXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

SeV FAN PHOTOS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Matt DuChow
The Twelve Apostles, Australia
Daniel Yih
Whistler, Canada
Mark Hanley
The Grand Canyon
Eugene Bogorad
St. Basil’s Cathedral, Moscow

“Usually I enjoy wearing my Scottevest when hiking with my dog – hands free to hold the leash but treats, bags, iPhone, ID, and headphones all easily available and ready to go on a moment’s notice.”
SeV FAN Toni Morrissey
submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

“Super comfy and warm, great extra layer
Super soft and warm microfleece
Elasticized cuffs, adjustable waist, subtle reflective accents
Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management
Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to look inside

8 pockets, including travel documents & necessities pockets
Quick-dry rayon/poly fabric w/subtle surface interest
Wear as a shirt or lightweight jacket, wrinkle resistant
Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management
Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to look inside

7 pockets, including ZIP-PIPs to keep you organized (see website)
Supercomfy and warm, great extra layer
No lining for total ease and comfort
Weight Management System™
Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to look inside
**FLEX CARGO PANTS**

Price: $60

Colors:
- Dark
- Carbon

Sizes:
- Even waist sizes 30-42
- Even inseams 30-34

Visit our website for Sizing Chart

Colors:
- Black
- Stone

11 pockets, including hidden cargo pockets layered inside

Teflon®-treated, water/wrinkle/stain-resistant cotton blend

Flex Cargo Pants have Spandex® for comfort stretch

Straight cut, casual pant appearance

The look of traditional khakis w/ the carrying space of cargo pants

Weight Management System™, NoBulge™ design

Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to look inside

SeV FAN PHOTOS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Frank Fischetti
Ketchum, Idaho

Ryan and Sasha Danielson
St. Petersburg, Russia

Matt Schoger
Konigssee, Germany

Gavin Chung
John o’ Groats, Scotland

**HIDDEN CARGO PANTS**

Price: $60

Colors:
- Black
- Stone

Sizes:
- Even waist sizes 30-42
- Even inseams 30-34

Visit our website for Sizing Chart

10 pockets, including hidden cargo pockets layered inside

100% cotton is comfortable & suitable for business casual

Teflon®-treated to be water/stain-resistant

Straight cut, casual pant appearance

The look of traditional khakis w/ the carrying space of cargo pants

Lightweight, silky pocket lining

Weight Management System™, NoBulge™ design

Visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com to look inside

SeV FAN PHOTOS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Kris Ludington
Grayslake, Illinois

Joe Tovarek
Budapest, Hungary

Leigh Virkus
Disneyland

Steve Conley
Mission Control

SeV Fan Matt Duchow
submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

“I’m glad my brother told me about them as they are an essential for any traveler.”

SeV Fan Don Gray
submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

“The climb was a grunt with a 2100 foot elevation gain in 1.9 miles. The clothing worked great! Pockets for all of the ten hiking essentials.”

SeV Fan Matt Duchow
submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

1.866.909.8378
TRAVEL PANTS AND TRAVEL SPORTS SHORTS

Price:
- Pants: $60
- Shorts: $45

Colors:
- Olive
- Stone
- Black
- White
- Steel Blue
- Red

Sizes:
- Men’s XS - XXL
- Even waist sizes 30-42
- Shorts available up to 44 waist
- Even inseams 30-34
- Shorts Inseam 7”

“Not only were they cool, comfortable, and easy to keep clean, they were also surprisingly tough and durable.”
SeV Fan J.T. Turner submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

Also available as shorts

Q-ZIP

Price: $35

Colors:
- Black
- Olive
- Smoke
- White
- Steel Blue
- Red

Sizes:
- Men’s XS - XXL
- Visit our website for Sizing Chart

“I don’t carry a daypack any longer. I wear my Jacket and the Zip shirt and that’s all I need. I love it so much I had to buy another.”
SeV Fan Robyn Furman submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com

1.866.909.8378

SeV FAN PHOTOS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Dr. Wally Cherwinski
Ottawa, Canada

Matt Duchow
Lake Crescent, Olympic National Park

Brad Wilder
Yampa, Colorado

J.T. Turner
Guatemala

Thomas Hermes
Mt. Washington

Eric Siegel
Poker Players International, Borgata

Sean Gartland
Blowing Rock, North Carolina

Rene Sanz
The Smithsonian, Washington

www.SCOTTEVEST.com
PERFORMANCE & COTTON T-SHIRT
(LONG & SHORT SLEEVE)

Price:
Short: $25  -  Long: $30

Colors:
- White
- Black
- Smoke
- Olive
- Red

Sizes:
Men's S - XXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

PERFORMANCE POLO

Price: $30

Colors:
- Black
- Smoke
- Olive
- Red
- White

Sizes:
Men's S-XXXL
Visit our website for Sizing Chart

3 pockets, including hidden side seam pockets
Huntsman High IQ® Performance moisture-wicking fabric
100% Cotton, pre-washed (short sleeve black, white, olive only)
Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management

359W: SeV Fan Photos From Around the World

SeV Fan Photos From Around the World

Luther Nussbaum
Cambodia
Danny Garcia
Egypt
Israel Hanin
Wine Train in Napa, California
Brady Toale
Baelo Claudia, Spain

1 subtle pocket
Huntsman High IQ® Performance moisture-wicking fabric
Classic polo shirt silhouette
Patented Personal Area Network (PAN) for wire management

SeV Fan Photos From Around the World

Drew Hamish
NASA
Angel aka @itsyourboyjcee on Twitter
Steve Machado
Delhi, India
Bryce Segar
Botswana, Africa

“IT IS CLEAR THAT THE CLOTHES ARE BEING DESIGNED BY SOMEONE WHO REALLY THINKS THROUGH WHAT WOULD BE MOST HELPFUL AND STIL LOOK GREAT.”

Dan Cohen
Submitted on www.SCOTTEVEST.com
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We are constantly developing new products at SeV inspired by our customers and their travel adventures. Here is a preview of some upcoming designs. Please visit our website & sign up for our newsletter for availability details.

www.SCOTTEVEST.com

AS SEEN ON SeV CELEBRITIES

SeV Fans come from all walks of life, and there are many celebs who have found our products to be exactly what they need for the trips of their lives! Everyone here is a fan just like you, not a paid endorser.

Herbie Hancock
Grammy® award-winning jazz musician

Amy Tan
Best-selling author of "The Joy Luck Club"

Steve Wozniak
Co-founder of Apple & SeV board member

Adam West
Iconic TV crimefighter & Family Guy’s Mayor of Quahog

Leo Laporte
Tech guru & host of TWiT.tv

Steve Karmen
The King of Jingles

Michael Mann
Director/Producer of "Miami Vice, " Collateral & others

Hap Klopp
Founder of The North Face & SeV board member

Phil Laak
Professional poker champion unabombergpoker.net

Adam Baldwin
Co-star of NBC’s CHUCK

Cali Lewis
GeekBeat.TV Host

Douglas Preston
Famous Author

Peter Shankman
CEO of HARO

Dave Barry
Pulitzer Prize-winning author & columnist

We are constantly developing new products at SeV inspired by our customers and their travel adventures. Here is a preview of some upcoming designs. Please visit our website & sign up for our newsletter for availability details.

www.SCOTTEVEST.com

COMING SOON

WOMEN’S TRENCH COAT

SeV BOXERS

Available Spring 2011

Available Late 2010

Available Late 2010

XAE 10th Anniversary Limited Edition

LEATHER JACKET

MEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT VEST

WOMEN’S Q-ZIP

CAMP SHIRT

Available Spring 2011

Available Spring 2011

Available Spring 2011
The TravelSmartSystem™

While every SeV product is different, we developed the TravelSmartSystem™ as a core group of features for travelers. This system was designed after years of travel experience to help simplify, secure and organize travel items inside your SeV.

For additional details & specific product features visit www.SCOTTEVEST.com/features

**SeV TRAVEL CLOTHING FEATURES**

### Additional features found in many SeV products

- Personal Area Network
- Cell Phone/MP3 Pockets connect to PAN
- Travel Docs Pocket
- Eyeglass Chamois on elastic cord
- Camera Pocket
- Clear Touch (available where specified system)
- Back Pocket
- BudBuckets™
- DeepPockets™ and NoBulge™ Pockets
- Magnetic Closures
- TabPocket™ for iPad®, Kindle® or magazines
- Key Holder
- Ergonomic Zippers
- Removable Sleeves

**The Most Stylish Way to Beat the System**

SCOTTEVEST Travel Clothing Has Specialized Pockets to Help You Stay Organized & Avoid Extra Baggage Fees

- **Tons of Pockets for Travelers**
  Stay organized & protect your essentials - no more fees for extra bags
- **Removable Sleeves**
  Instantly convert the jacket to a vest for changing weather
- **Patented Personal Area Network**
  Hidden conduits keep your headphone wires tangle-free
- **Interior Clear Touch Pockets**
  See who’s calling and control your phone through the clear fabric
- **Secure Travel Documents Pocket**
  Always know where your tickets and passport are: safe from pickpockets
- **iPad® Compatible**
  The first clothing line with a pocket for iPads and similarly sized items

Shown Fleece 5.0 - See page 22 for Details

Our specially-engineered pockets hold all this and more… invisibly! Visit our website to see how.

**As Seen In**

- The New York Times
- Esquire
- BusinessWeek
- MensJournal
- PARADE
- MSNBC
- Sky Mall
- Entertainment
- FORTUNE
- Stuff
- TRAVEL + LEISURE
- Robb Report
- Autoweek

www.SCOTTEVEST.com 1.866.909.8378